
RING WIRE PUNCH & BIND

3:1 Punch and Manual Closing Machine
OFFICE LINE

Punch and closing machine for ring wire designed
for effi ciency and binds up to 250 books per hour

The SRW 360 is the NEW modular generation of the RENZ®
3:1 punch and manual closing machines for ring wire binding and
RENZ RING WIRE®. The SRW 360 punches up to 5,000 sheets

per hour and offers the best ratio of punching pressure
available. With 42 punch pins that can be individually disengaged

and adjustable margin control for perfect format adjustment
up to 14”, the SRW 360 punches up to 25 sheets and binds up to 120 

sheets. Wire diameters range from 3/16” to 5/8”. With a fast and
easy change, the new SRW 360 can be converted from a

manually operated machine into a combined electric punch
and manual-closing machine in about 3 minuteswith the

addition of the RENZ electric module.

3:1 Electric Punch and Manual Closing Machine
OFFICE LINE
Easy to use with electric foot pedal and binds up to
280 books per hour.
The SRW 360 Comfort is the new version of our 3:1 electric
punch and manual closing machine. With all the same high
quality features of the SRW 360 above, the SRW 360
Comfort has a higher punching capacity of up to 10,000
sheets per hour and a vertical punching alignment system
creating added effi ciency for larger jobs with higher
quantities. The electric foot pedal motor runs only when the
pedal is pressed and only uses electricity during the punching
cycle. Punched sheets are inserted onto the front binding
element and then easily moved into the closing device. A pull
of the lever fi nishes the binding to perfection.

SRW 360

SRW 360
COMFORT

ERW 3:1 Electric Punch and Manual Closing Machine
OFFICE LINE

High speed electric punch and fastest punching
cycle that binds up to 300 books per hour.

The ERW is a 3:1 powerful self-contained electric punch and
manual closing machine with electric foot pedal for ring wire

binding and RENZ RING WIRE®. The ERW is designed for higher
quantity professional output with added speed from the 250 W
motor. The ERW has a fast punching cycle, approximately one

second, punching up to 20,000 sheets per hour. Includes punch
pins that can be individually disengaged and adjustable

margin control for perfect format adjustment. The
ERW punches up to 25 sheets and has a binding capacity of up

to 300 books per hour. Bind books up to 1/2” in thickness.

SRW 360 Series and ERW machines are 
made in Germany, designed with compact 
construction and engineered of quality 
heavy gauge metals.



RING WIRE PUNCH & BIND

2:1 One Pitch® Electric Punch and Manual Closing Machine
OFFICE LINE
Easy to use with electric foot pedal and binds up
to 280 books per hour
The ECO S 360 Comfort is a 2:1 One Pitch electric punch
and manual closing machine for ring wire binding and
RENZ RING WIRE®. The ECO S 360 Comfort is designed
for more effi cient and faster workfl ow with added speed
from the electric foot pedal, punching up to 10,000 sheets
per hour. 28 punch pins can be individually disengaged and
includes an adjustable margin control for perfect format
adjustment up to 14”. The ECO S 360 Comfort punches
up to 25 sheets, binds up to 340 sheets and has a
binding capacity of up to 280 books per hour. Wire
diameters range from 1/4” to 1-1/2”.

ECO S 360

ECO S 360
COMFORT

ECO E

2:1 One Pitch® Electric Punch and Manual Closing Machine
OFFICE LINE

High speed electric punch and fastest punching cycle
that binds up to 300 books per hour.

The ECO E is a 2:1 One Pitch powerful self-contained electric punch and
manual closing machine with electric foot pedal for ring wire binding

and RENZ RING WIRE®. The ECO E is designed for higher quantity
professional output with added speed from the 250 W motor.  The 

ECO E has a fast punching cycle, approximately 1 second, punching up
to 23,000 sheets per hour. Includes 26 punch pins that can

be individually disengaged and adjustable margin control for 
perfect format adjustment up to 13.5”. The ECO E punches

 up to 30 sheets, binds up to 280 sheets and has a binding capacity
 of up to 300 books per hour. Wire diameters range from 1/4” to 1-1/8”.

ECO Series machines are made in
Germany, designed with compact
construction and engineered of quality 
heavy gauge metals.

2:1 One Pitch® Manual Punch and
Manual Closing Machine

OFFICE LINE
Punch and closing machine for ring wire that’s easy

to use and binds up to 250 books per hour
The ECO S 360 is a 2:1 One Pitch manual punch and manual closing 

machine for ring wire binding and RENZ RING WIRE®. The 
ECO S 360 is easy to use and designed to give an effi cient and

faster workfl ow for larger quantity jobs, punching up to 5,000 sheets per 
hour. 28 punch pins can be individually disengaged and an adjustable 

margin control enables perfect format adjustment up to 14”. The
ECO S 360 punches up to 25 sheets, binds up to 340 sheets and has a 

binding capacity of up to 250 books per hour. Wire diameters
range from 1/4” to 1-1/2”. RENZ RING WIRE®
is available in 9 colors and a variety of colors.

 


